short sets of keys that have appeared in this newsletter. Those that I've done have
served to demonstrate to me that to be complete, they require very tedious and
time consuming research into areas that are not well addressed in todays field
guides.
A key could be constructed in such a way that would cover all mushrooms in
Mushrooms of Utah. Then as soon as an odd mushroom is encountered, the key
would be useless. There are potentially so many mushrooms that could exist in
, a key to cover them all becomes a daunting task. We have a list of Utah
mushrooms that has over 850 species on it. I have found many species that are not
on that list, and there are still others that I, and others, have not been able to
identify from currently known species. So who knows just bow many mushrooms
we might have.
We've all been using David Arora's keys in Mushrooms Demystified for years.
They are very helpful and some of the very best available in print.
A quick search on the internet reveals numerous "mushroom keys" that are readily
accessible to all. My favorite, and the one that 1 recommend to aU is on
www.mushroomobserver.com . It is still under development in some areas, but is
as complete and up to date as any. Therein lies the huge advantage of the internet.
If a key is found to be inadequate, it can be changed in a flash. A key printed in a
book cannot be changed. Consequently I would like to inform all holders of
Mushrooms of Utah that I will not likely be working on future binomial keys, and
that I endorse the keys on mushroomobserver.com as a supplement to our book.
Sorting of mushroom pages is another area we don't say enough about. My
)when I print new books is first by spore color (most pages indicate spore
color) from light to dark and then in alphabetic order. I also maintain a list that
shows the current sort for the pages if anyone would like a copy. Note that hyaline
is not a color. It is sorted first. A grain of salt or sugar is hyaline. In mass, it
appears white.
If you know the spore color of a mushroom you are trying to find, it will be much
easier.
Don Johnston

Publication of the Newsletter

The editor now has the latest version of WordPerfect. With it comes the ability to
publish the newsletter in PDF format on the internet or attached to email. This
edition is going to be published both ways, that is, it will be mailed to all members
thru the post office, and it will be emailed to all who have an email address. It will
continue to be mailed to all who do not have email. You will notice on the PDF
version the cover page of the newsletter appears last. This is for convenience in
printing the mail version.
) question is: should we discontinue postal mail to those who have email? What
ao we do about the mushroom page updates. Can members print, cut, and punch
their own copies of the book updates? Many will not have a cutter or punch.
Your input on this subject will be very much appreciated. Please contact the
editor, Don Johnston@ 801-942-0637 or dwjohnston@g.com .

